Stainless Steel Finishes

Next Door Company manufactures stainless steel doors and frames in 2B (mill finish) and #4 (brushed satin).

- 2B is a type of rolled mill finish that is smooth and unpolished. It is sometimes used for doors & frames out of public sight, such as tunnels or "back of the house" applications. Material provided with 2B finish is shipped with visible weld and grind marks. It may be primed and painted in the field.

- #4 is a polished finish with visible one directional grain, commonly called brushed satin. The #4 polished finish is the intended final finish. Example: Next Door's welded frames have corner faces welded and polished to match the #4 grain with no visible seam.

NOTES:

Finish is aesthetic and does not affect performance of stainless steel or the doors & frames. Refer to Stainless Steel Alloys for performance features of stainless steel.